Doctorate D-BAUG:
Transitional Provisions to the Additional Provisions in effect as per 01.07.2016:
(of 01.09.2011, version 09.12.2015)

Doctoral Students immatriculated prior to 1 July 2016:
- **Research Plan:**
  previous «Additional Provisions»
  (transitional: 3.2 Additional Provisions of 01.11.2011, version 01.11.2013)
- **Co-Examiners:**
  previous «Additional Provisions»
  (transitional: 4.2 Additional Provisions of 01.11.2011, version 01.11.2013)
- **Cumulative / «Paper» Thesis:**
  previous «Additional Provisions»
  (transitional: 5.3 Additional Provisions of 01.11.2011, version 01.11.2013)
- **For all other elements**
  New Additional Provisions
  of 01.09.2011 , version 09.12.2015, effective as per 1 July 2016

Transitional Elements:

3.2 Content:
- cover sheet with name of the doctoral student, working title of the thesis, supervisor
- abstract, max. ½ page
- aim of the project, research question (research gap)
- state of the art and relation to current work being carried out at the institute /department
- detailed research plan (methodology, experimental procedure(s), tools, expected results
- relevance for science and economy
- time schedule, anticipated publications, teaching tasks (see Rect.Impl Ord Doc. 4d) and 4e)
- signatures of supervising professor, direct supervisor, co-examiner (where applicable), PhD student
- literature review

4.2 At least one co-examiner has to be a professor from a university outside ETH Zurich.

5.3 At least one publication needs to be accepted or published in a peer-reviewed journal (ISI-journals or comparable standard). A second publication needs to be submitted to such a journal. A third publication can be submitted (to a journal) or accepted in reviewed conference proceedings.